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a b s t r a c t 

Insights from corpus linguistics (CL) have informed language learning and materials design, among many other 
areas. An important nexus between CL and language learning is the use of Data-Driven Learning (DDL), which 
draws on the use of corpus data in the classroom and which brings opportunities for inductive language discovery. 

Within the ethos of DDL, learners are encouraged to discover patterns of language and, in so doing, foster 
more complex cognitive processes such as making inferences. While many studies on DDL concur on the success of 
this approach, it is still perceived as a marginal practice. Its success so far has been largely limited to intermediate 
to advanced level learners in higher education settings (Boulton and Cobb 2017). This paper aims to offer guiding 
principles for how DDL might have wider application across all levels (not just at Intermediate and above) and to 
set out exemplars for their application at different levels of proficiency. Based on insights from second language 
acquisition (SLA) and learner corpus research (LCR), the focus of this paper will be on identifying principles 
for the curation of language patterns that are differentiated for stage of learning. In particular, we are keen to 
build on recent and important work which looks at SLA through the lens of the usage-based (UB) models (that 
is, models that view language as being acquired through the use of and exposure to language). 
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. Introduction 

Over the last three decades, Data-Driven Learning (DDL) has been
idely championed through scholarship by those of us who see the ex-

iting opportunities that it can bring to the language learner in terms
f inductive language discovery. This method was heralded as a means
f turning linguists’ analytical procedures into a pedagogically-relevant
ool to increase both learners’ awareness of and sensitivity to patterns
f language, while also enhancing language learning strategies ( Pérez-
aredes, 2010 ). It has been widely claimed that the inductive processes
f engagement with a corpus can foster more complex cognitive pro-
esses such as inference and hypothesis-formation ( O’Sullivan, 2007 ). A
umber of surveys and meta-analyses concur on the general success of
his approach (see Boulton and Cobb 2017 ; Vyatkina and Boulton 2017 ;
ee et al., 2019 , among others) but as Boulton (2017 : 1) notes, DDL is
till a “marginal practice ”. Its success seems to be limited to intermedi-
te to advanced level learners in higher education settings ( Boulton and
obb 2017 ). This paper aims to offer guiding principles for how DDL
ight have wider application across all levels of proficiency. The fo-

us of this paper is to take stock of and aggregate findings from second
anguage acquisition (SLA), learner corpus research (LCR) and DDL so
s to propose and inform a framework to enhance data-driven design.
he framework will identify research-based principles for the curation
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f language patterns that are differentiated for stages of learning, in line
ith the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). In partic-
lar, we are keen to build on recent and important work which looks at
LA through the lens of usage-based (UB) models (those that view lan-
uage as being acquired through use and exposure). This work under-
cores the importance of frequency of exposure to natural language in
he language learning process, which DDL can offer (see Meunier, 2020 ;
érez-Paredes et al., 2020 ; O’Keeffe, 2021a ). Our survey of SLA and LCR
 Sections 2 and 3 ) will be followed by our proposed framework and prin-
iples for the enhanced curation of patterns in DDL. This will then be
xemplified through task design case studies. 

. Second language acquisition (SLA) research and DDL 

Frequency of encounter and occurrence is key to both UB models
f acquisition ( Ellis, 2012 ) and to DDL. In DDL, there is a focus on
uiding learners towards regularities so as to become aware of gen-
ralisations in patterns of form and meaning ( O’Keeffe, 2021a ). It can
e argued that DDL can bring an acceleration of language (frequency)
xperience to the learner, through a type of ‘input flooding’ (after
harwood Smith, 1993 ). DDL can offer learners a type of ‘condensed
xposure’ ( Gabrielatos, 2005 : 10) that can aid lexical and pattern aware-
ess and can drive a type of intensification of the cognitive process
 Mark) . 
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Fig. 1. Process of language acquisition within a UB model, with 
examples. 
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hrough ‘grappling’ with patterns ( O’Keeffe, 2021b ). However, some
edagogically central questions have yet to be answered: ‘What DDL in-
ut will best promote language acquisition and development?’ and ‘Does
his depend on the level of the learner (i.e. their stage of development)?’.
elated to this, the traditional ethos of DDL is to promote independent

nductive discovery through free corpus foraging, however, this requires
t least an intermediate level of competency. O’Keeffe (2021b) makes
he case for a more mediated process in DDL where the teacher takes a
reater role in curation and task differentiation (by level). This is espe-
ially necessary if learners at lower levels are to use DDL successfully.
f this is to happen, there is a pressing need for guiding principles for
he curation of patterns and DDL task design so as to optimise learners’
condensed exposure’ to language. 

.1. Aligning DDL with acquisition processes 

In the traditional constructivist definition of DDL, the curation of
atterns from the corpus is ideally driven by a student’s curiosity, lead-
ng them through discovery and induction from form(s) to meaning(s).
he ideal user of DDL is motivated to investigate and abstract mean-

ngs from patterns of language use in the corpus and ultimately to store
hese patterns so that they can form part of their repertoire of language,
hich can be expanded over time ( O’Keeffe, 2021a ). DDL intervention

tudies show that this technique carries pedagogical merit and is worth
he technical effort on the part of the teacher and the student (e.g.
obb and Boulton 2015 ; Boulton and Cobb 2017 ; Vyatkina and Boulton
017 ; Lee et al., 2019 ). However, O’Keeffe (2021b) argues that very lit-
le thought has gone into the rationale for why repeated encounters with
atterns of language might be a good idea from a theoretical perspective
f SLA. Many have called for connections to be made between DDL and
LA ( Flowerdew, 2015 ; Johansson, 2009 ) especially via a UB model of
cquisition which is seen to align well with this approach ( Ellis, 2012 ;
’Keeffe, 2021a , 2021b ; Pérez-Paredes et al., 2020 ; Römer, 2019 ). UB
vidence suggests that the process of learning an additional language,
s with a first language, involves intentional pattern finding which de-
elops along a cline from basic formula (word combinations) to slot and
rame sequences to fully abstracted constructions ( Ellis, 2003 ; Pérez-
aredes et al., 2020 ). In other words, second language learners typically
ove from a repertoire of fixed holophrasal sequences at low levels to
2 
n expanded slot and frame system to fully abstracted (often figurative)
atterns as illustrated in Fig. 1 . 

A core tenet of the UB model is that our knowledge of language
omes from experiencing and using it as part of a communicatively-rich
uman social environment ( Ellis and Larsen-Freeman 2006 ). As lan-
uage develops, we see a transition from learning about what words
o together to learning about patterns of complementation, colloca-
ion and colligation, as more new language is experienced (see Pérez-
aredes et al., 2020 ). In this way, the mind acquires ‘constructions’
outinised patterns of form and meaning ( Langacker, 1987 ). Construc-
ions vary in terms of their complexity ranging from morphemes, e.g. af-
xes like in - in incredible , to words to phrases to more abstract syntactic

rames, such as the ditransitive construction, give something to someone ,
arrying a meaning related to ‘transfer’. UB theorists hold that learners
re (subconsciously) aware of the frequency of occurrence of construc-
ions and the more often they encounter a particular construction, or
ombination of constructions, the more entrenched it becomes. To say
hat a construction is entrenched means that it has become automatized

s a routine chunk of language that is subconsciously stored and acti-
ated by the language user as a whole, rather than ‘creatively’ assembled
n the spot ( De Smet and Cuyckens, 2007 : 188). As language users, we
ave, to quote Wulff and Ellis, “a huge warehouse of constructions that
ary in their degree of complexity and abstraction ” ( Wulff and Ellis,
018 : 39). 

.2. Frequency, categories and prototypes 

One of the most important insights that CL has revealed about lan-
uage usage lies in the distributions of frequencies of different linguis-
ic features. In different contexts, some morphemes, words, phrases,
hunks, sequences, constructions occur more frequently than others,
imply because they are more useful and therefore more used than oth-
rs. Frequency in language is a natural phenomenon which can be de-
cribed in terms of Zipf’s law ( Zipf, 1935 ), a power law which describes
he relationship between the frequency of units of language and their
requency rank (Piantadosi 2014) where the frequency of a linguistic
nit is inversely proportionate to its rank. In naturally-occurring lan-
uage the first, most frequently occurring, word occurs twice as of-
en as the second most frequent word and three times as often as the
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hird most frequent word, etc. For example, in corpora of naturally-
ccurring spoken English, the is typically the most frequently occurring
ord, and it occurs approximately twice as often as the second highest

anking word and , and three times as often as the third highest rank-
ng word, etc. This relationship can be seen not only across individual
ords, but also, across other units of language , other than words, for ex-
mple constructions ( Ninio, 2005 , Ellis et al., 2016 ) and users of lan-
uage are subconsciously aware of this phenomenon, through statistical
earning. As we encounter new language, we categorise it, matching it
o what we already have in our subconscious store. For example, we
now that oranges, lemons, limes, grapefruit are all part of the category
f citrus fruit and when we come across an unusual fruit like a kumquat

or the first time we are likely to put it into the citrus fruit category
ecause it displays prototypical characteristics. We also have a sense
hrough statistical tallying and categorisation that orange is likely to be
he most frequently occurring, a prototype for the category. Extensive
esearch has also shown that constructions have prototypes; for exam-
le, in verb argument constructions (VACs), the types of verbs occupy-
ng the verb slot of any construction share characteristics of the proto-
ypical meaning and also have a Zipfian distribution ( Goldberg, 2006 ;
llis et al., 2016 ). For each VAC, there is one verb, which Ninio terms

pathbreaking’ (1999), which takes the largest share of the distribution
nd which is prototypical of the meaning of the construction. For exam-
le, in the VL (verb locative) construction, movement to place, go is the
rototype verb, followed by come ; in the VOO construction (verb + ob-
ect + object), give is the prototype, followed by send . When learners
ome across subsequent verbs found in the same syntactic contexts, or
lots, in the input, they draw on the prototype from which to infer mean-
ng ( Römer and Garner 2019 ; see also Section 3 below). These proto-
ypes are “the hubs in the construction’s semantic network ” (Ellis and
gden 2017: 609). As we acquire these form-meaning mappings, we

earn to categorise. As we build our linguistic repertoire, we learn to
atch the new words, phrases, structures that we come across for the
rst time against what we have already encountered and categorised. It

s important to emphasise here that these categories and prototypes ex-
st at all levels of abstraction, e.g. affixes like in - in incredible , to words
o phrases to more abstract syntactic frames. How then can we apply
his understanding of language development to DDL, to identify and ac-
elerate which patterns to point learners to? 

.3. The importance of curation and mediation 

We argue that the UB model can help us understand why meta-
tudies such as Boulton and Cobb (2017) find that more advanced learn-
rs are suited to grappling with language patterns in DDL. We posit that
t is because learners at these levels have already abstracted many pat-
erns and have attained a critical level of understanding of these patterns
n terms of mapping their forms and meanings 1 . Through a UB lens,
herefore, it can be speculated that learners from intermediate level up-
ards have already gained from building on low-scope patterns in the
2 and they are thus equipped to build on the cognitive processes that
ave already been used to acquire their L1. Conversely, we hypothesise,
uided by analysis of learner corpora, that learners below intermedi-
te level have not abstracted enough patterns to cope with typical con-
ordance lines usually drawn from native speaker corpora in DDL (see
ection 4.1 ). However, we argue that learners who are at lower levels
f proficiency should not be excluded from the advantages of DDL and,
s a result, we underscore the need for careful and principled design in
erms of how DDL is used at these lower levels (e.g. CEFR levels A1 to
1) so as to structure the process of acquisition based on a UB-based
nderstanding of language acquisition. We show that an understanding
1 We acknowledge that there are other important pedagogical considerations 
n relation to the challenges faced by learners are lower levels in DDL including 
ask complexity. 
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f development in learner language through the use of learner corpora
an inform this. As we shall discuss, the insights from the UB model
nd our understanding of how language develops may offer guidance
n the curation and mediation of data and tasks for lower-level learners
o that they can experience language patterns that are differentiated to
heir level (see Sections 3 and 4 where we develop this point). 

. Learner corpus research (LCR) and how it might inform DDL 

.1. Defining proficiency in learner corpora 

Learner corpora offer an important testbed for identifying how we
ight better curate patterns across developing levels of proficiency
hen using DDL but hitherto their potential to inform the curation and

ask design process has not been fully realised. To evolve a framework to
uide the differentiated curation of patterns for DDL, we hold that it is
ssential to take stock of the key findings from LCR and how they align
ith SLA research, particularly with UB studies discussed in Section 2 .
y engaging in this process, we will propose a workable framework as
e outline in Sections 3 and 4 . 

We argue that, given the key role of frequency in acquisition as dis-
ussed above within the UB model, analysis of learner corpora that are
tructured by level of proficiency can help us look at learners’ repre-
entations of language use which reflect where learners are in terms of
orking out the “probabilities of occurrences ” of form-meaning map-
ing ( Ellis, 2012 : 196). Over recent years, the sampling of learner
ata by level has emerged as a more reliable variable for the explo-
ation of language acquisition. This shift moves from using schooling
ear or age as proxies for language competence ( Meunier, 2015 ) to at-
ested performance levels usually based on standardised examinations
 Green, 2010 ). As noted by Tono and Díez-Bedmar (2014 : 165) and
orsberg Lundell (2021) , the use of the Common European Framework
f Reference (CEFR) levels of proficiency is emerging as a standardis-
ng measure, for example in the design and compilation of new cor-
ora, and particularly in Europe, as a means to compare like with like
n learner corpus data (see Harrison and Barker 2015 ; Hawkins and
uttery 2010 ; Hawkins and Filipovi ć 2012 ; O’Keeffe and Mark 2017 ;
hewissen, 2013 ). For recent examples see the Trinity Lancaster Corpus
TLC) ( Gablasova et al. 2019 ), and the EF-Cambridge Open Language
atabase (EFCAMDAT) ( Alexopoulou et al., 2015 ). 

.2. Descriptions of development using learner corpora 

To conduct research into learner competence by level of proficiency,
arge corpora that are calibrated to the CEFR are required and these are
sually, though not exclusively, linked to exam corpora. For example,
awkins and Filipovic (2012), and Hawkins and Buttery (2010) used

he 55-million word Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC), a corpus based
n Cambridge exams across more than 200 countries and 140 L1 back-
rounds across the six levels of the CEFR. In their study, they identified
 series of ‘criterial features’, properties that were seen to characterise
nd point to L2 proficiency, at each of the CEFR levels. Murakami and
lexopoulou (2016) also used the CLC to evaluate the long-held view of
 universal order of acquisition for English morphemes ( Dulay and Burt
973 ). They concluded that there was a strong L1 influence in the accu-
acy of the morphemes, which affected different morphemes in different
ays, and refuted the universal order of acquisition theory. 

In another study using the CLC, O’Keeffe and Mark (2017) devel-
ped the English Grammar Profile (EGP), a generic profile of learner
se of multiple grammatical features (descriptors), traditionally cov-
red in English language teaching classroom contexts, across six pro-
ciency levels. In this pseudo-longitudinal study, using a criteria-based
ethodology, they observed development as an expanding repertoire of

exis, patterns and functions, as well as pragmatic competence. It was
oted that as proficiency increased, learners put syntactic patterns, pre-
iously acquired at lower levels, to multiple uses. To do this they draw
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n an expanding lexical repertoire, while displaying a greater aware-
ess of the collocational and colligational limitations of a given pattern,
s well as a growing understanding of specialised pragmatic meanings
see O’Keeffe and Mark 2017 ). Of relevance to this paper, the output of
he EGP is a database of 1,222 descriptors of grammatical competence
cross the six levels of the CEFR. This serves as a generic description
f what learners can do with grammar at each level of proficiency. In a
arallel project, Capel (2010) developed the English Vocabulary Profile
EVP), describing the words and phrases used by learners at each CEFR
evel. Both the EGP and EVP resources have applications for the curation
f patterns for DDL which we will discuss further in section 4 . 

Using another large pseudo-longitudinal corpus, the 33-million word
FCAMDAT, Alexopoulou et al. (2015) examined relative clauses to
emonstrate how large datasets can be used to study developmental tra-
ectories across proficiency levels. Their findings indicate L1 effects and
how how different types of relative clauses increase with proficiency.
hewissen (2013) looked longitudinally and contrastively at sample lex-

cal and grammatical items, tracking learner development across four
roficiency levels (B1, B2, C1, C2) specifically in relation to accuracy.
he tracked the developmental pathways of error types in an error-
agged sample of the ICLE and observed strong progress (in terms of
rror decrease) between B1 and B2 levels. She observed a plateauing of
rogress in relation to errors between B2 and C2 levels which she posits
ay “hide qualitative development ” ( Thewissen, 2013 : 87). This is in

ine with O’Keeffe and Mark (2017) discussed above. 
In two studies, Pérez-Paredes and Díez-Bedmar (2019) and Díez-

edmar and Pérez-Paredes (2020) use the Spanish learner component
f the International Corpus of Crosslinguistic Interlanguage (ICCI) com-
rising 17,034 tokens (see Tono and Díez-Bedmar 2014 ). They use a
ombination of methods to measure syntactic complexity, across a range
f age groups (grades 8 to 12). Both studies point to the analysis of
omplexity of the noun phrase as being “of great interest … in terms
f identifying development milestones in language acquisition ” ( Pérez-
aredes and Díez-Bedmar 2019 : 101). We return to this in Section 3.4 in
he context of phrasal and clausal development. First, we review an im-
ortant body of work on lexical bundles; these studies also bring insight
o the importance of the noun phrase in language development. 

.3. Lexical bundles and development 

Lexical bundle studies (of sequences of three or more words that
o-occur frequently in a particular register) have also noted the impor-
ance of the noun phrase in development (Biber et al. 1999). Chen and
aker (2010) compared their form and function in L1 and L2. They
ound that while the structural and functional features of lexical bun-
les in both datasets were similar, learners had a tendency to use more
erb-based bundles than L1 expert writers who demonstrated a wider
ange of noun-based structures. In a subsequent study, Chen and Baker
2016) took a developmental perspective, benchmarking L1 Chinese
ata from the Longman Learner Corpus (LLC) to CEFR proficiency lev-
ls. They examined four-word lexical bundles across B1, B2 and C1
evel data. Lower-level learners (B1) were found to use of verb-based
undles. These were closer to conversational bundles, reflecting func-
ions of personal interaction and quantity. In contrast, higher levels
earners used bundles more characteristic of academic prose, with a
igher proportion of noun and preposition-based bundles, reflecting a
ore impersonal tone. At B2 level, learners start to become sensitive

o the bundles that index differences in formality (Chen and Baker,
016). 

Vidakovic and Barker (2010) examined four-word lexical bundles in
00 written texts from the Cambridge Skills for Life data (part of the
ambridge exam suite), across proficiency levels A1 to C1 and found
hat higher proficiency levels used a wider range of bundles and with
reater frequency than at lower levels. Their functional analysis showed
n increase in recurrent stance-indicating and discourse-organising use
s proficiency increased. Staples et al. (2013) also used exam data, the
4 
est of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL iBT), to look at lexical
undle frequency and usage across three proficiency levels (loosely de-
cribed as low, medium and high). Across all levels, they found stance-
ndicating bundles were most prevalent, and these tended to reflect the
mmediate context and topics of the exam prompts. Additionally, they
ooked at variability of fixedness, degrees of formulaicity, within bun-
le slots. Unlike Vidakovic and Barker (2010) , their results showed a
ecrease in frequency of fixed bundles at higher levels which they pro-
ose was linked to a lower-level reliance on bundles from the exam task
rompt ( Staples et al., 2013 ). This contributed evidence to support a de-
elopmental sequence in some aspects of formulaicity, as proposed by
llis (2002) within a UB model, in which learners move from a heavy
eliance on holistic patterning at lower levels to ‘self-constructed’ se-
uences ( Ellis 2002 : 145) as proficiency increased ( Staples et al. 2013 ).
his suggests a move from formula to a slot and frame system (see also
ection 2 ). In this UB developmental model, there is also a further step
f abstraction, in which formulaicity plays a key role, increasing with
roficiency ( Ellis et al., 2016 ). This observation is also corroborated
y Lenko-Szymánska (2014) ICCI-based study of 3-gram lexical bun-
les, across six L1 backgrounds, from A1 to B2 levels. Aligning with
any other findings hitherto discussed, she found that formulaicity in-

reases with proficiency and that bundles containing verb fragments
ere used at lower levels whereas bundles containing noun and preposi-

ional phrases were seen at higher levels of proficiency. These consistent
ndings about the reliance on verb phrases at earlier stages of learning
iving way to the development of noun phrase complexity as well as an
ncrease in formulaicity are important points for DDL design and we ex-
lore their implications for and application to DDL in Section 4 . In the
ext section, we first look at important findings from LCR that relate to
hrasal and clausal development. 

.4. Phrasal and clausal development 

Biber and Gray (2011 , 2016 ) highlight the phrase and ‘compressed
hrasal structure’ as an equally important indication of grammati-
al complexity and development as clausal structure and dependence
 Biber et al . , 2020 ). Alongside the phrasal complexity, they point to the
ole of register awareness in the developmental process. As part of this
rocess, compressed phrasal structure takes centre stage in development
s learners become more aware of its importance in writing. Biber et al.
2011 , 2020 ) offer five hypothesised stages of development which indi-
ate a general trend towards a decreased use in dependent clause com-
lexity and an increased use of phrasal complexity (from finite comple-
ent clauses to pre and post modified noun phrases). They call for de-

criptions of writing development that include frequently used devices
hat mark the phrasal compressions such as premodification of nouns
ith attributive adjectives, and prepositional phrases as post-modifiers

e.g. increase in inflation rates ). 
An important point for our proposed framework is that more atten-

ion is needed on not just continuous lexical bundle sequences, but also
n discontinuous strings, variously referred to as collocational frame-
orks, lexical frames, phrase frames or p-frames (i.e. recurrent strings

n which not all words are fixed e.g. on the ? ). Gray and Biber (2013) ,
ooking at L1 data, note the need to examine discontinuous sequences in
heir own right as linguistic building blocks. Their findings reveal that
he frames that appear most frequently in academic writing consist of
unction words (e.g. in the ? of, the ? of the ) ( Gray and Biber, 2013 ). We
eturn to this point in Section 4 to show how corpus software can now
acilitate DDL task design that focuses on high frequency discontinuous
undles. 

In a very relevant study of L2 writing, across proficiency levels,
arner (2016) examines p-frames in the German subsection of the EF-
AMDAT. The p-frames are classified both structural and functional (af-
er Gray and Biber 2013 and Biber et al . , 2004 ). Crucially for the pur-
oses of this paper, Garner shows that more proficient learners introduce
ore variability into their frame usage, especially between B2 and C1
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evel. Garner concludes that lower level learners rely more on fixed type
rames whereas higher level learners employ a greater range of phrase-
logical items. Taking a UB perspective, Garner accounts for these re-
ults by proposing that higher level learners have had more exposure
o English, across a wider variety of contexts and therefore would have
ncountered more p-frame exemplars, with the effect of “entrenching
-frames in the learners’ linguistic inventories ” ( Garner 2016 : 49). 

UB studies that use corpus data to examine verb argument construc-

ions (VACs) in L2 language are growing ( Ellis et al., 2016 ; Römer et al.,
014 ; 2018 ). Römer and Garner (2019) investigate five VACs con-
tructions, in the Trinity Lancaster Corpus Sample (TLCS), using an
1 Italian and Spanish subcorpora (c. 1 million words). Their study
ains insight into development of verb construction knowledge, com-
aring the findings with L1 usage using the BNC as a benchmark. They
bserved: 

• Strong consistency in the choice of lead verbs for each VAC, suggest-
ing that learners at all levels are sensitive to frequency of usage and
have an awareness of appropriate candidate verbs for the verb slots.

• As proficiency increased, it aligned more with the L1 data; the dis-
tribution of usage in the C1/C2 data, compared to distribution in
the B1 data, was found to be closer to the BNC results. Also, the
variety of verb forms for each VAC in the higher level learners B2
to C2 was seen to be closer to the L1 data than in the lower level
learners. 

• An overall development of VACs usage, in line with growing pro-
ficiency, moving from a small set of fixed patterns to a larger set
of more varied patterning, with usage becoming increasingly pre-
dictable and more Zipfian. 

In a related study of VAC usage in L1 German learners in a 6 mil-
ion word sub-corpus of EFCAMDAT, Römer (2019) explores all VACs
sed as they emerge, from A1 to C1 levels of proficiency. Using the
OCA as a proxy for L1 usage, she also observes that the verbs asso-
iated with particular VACs move closer to L1 usage as proficiency in-
reases. Aligning with previous studies, from both individual learners
nd bigger groups with the same L1 background (e.g. Römer and Gar-
er 2019 ), Römer (2019) finds that lower level learners make use of
 more restricted range of fixed verb associations which give way to
 wider variety of associations at the higher levels of proficiency. The
mportance of both Römer and Garner (2019) and Römer (2019) is that
hey clearly underscore the need for a differentiated view of learner lan-
uage. O’Keeffe (2021a) makes a case for the importance of building on
ömer’s findings to help guide and enhance DDL design using one of

he patterns identified in the (2019) results. For our proposed research-
nformed framework, we also draw on the importance of learner corpus
ork on formulaicity, which we now examine, before presenting our

hree-stranded framework in sSection 4 . 

.5. Formulaicity and learner language 

The identification and description of formulaicity in language is seen
s one of the overarching contributions of CL to the study of natural
anguage ( Forsberg Lundell, 2021 ). Erman and Warren (2000) estimate
hat over 58% of spoken and over 52% of written L1 English production
s prefabricated in the mind of the user. From a learner perspective, this
s one of the most challenging aspects of language learning, since, as
orsberg Lundell (2021 : 371) notes, “formulaic language takes a long
ime to acquire ”. 

Studies that look at the relationship between learner proficiency
evel and formulaic language use are growing. Forsberg and Bart-
ing (2010) and Paquot (2018 , 2019 ) found that formulaic language
evelops between B2 and C2 levels in L2 French and L2 English learn-
rs respectively and Forsberg Lundell (2021 : 372) states that the results
rom these studies support the view that formulaic language is “a good
ndicator of second language proficiency especially at advance and very
5 
dvanced levels ”. In UB developmental terms, in relation to the move-
ent from formula to low-scope slot and frame to an abstracted system,

ormulaic language sits at the fully productive schematic end of the pro-
ess. To get to the point of being able to subconsciously select, for ex-
mple, a huge amount of over a great amount of, learners need to have
xperienced enough examples of usage “that their accidental and finite
xperience is truly representative of the total population of language of
he speech community ” that is, in terms of its “overall content, the rela-
ive frequencies of that content, and the mappings of form to functional
nterpretation. ” ( Ellis, 2002 : 167). Given the enormity of the L1 lexi-
on and breadth of possible constructions, it is therefore not surprising
hat L2 users might be distinguished by their ability or inability to use
ormulaic language in a fully productive way. 

Collocation and colligation are core dimensions of formulaicity and
L research points to the need to focus on high frequency low cohe-
ion collocations at lower levels (see Forsberg Lundell, 2021 ), while, at
dvanced levels, efforts need to go into mapping more register specific
ollocations that are not necessarily as high frequency but which are
trong collocators (highly cohesive) ( Granger and Bestgen 2014 ). Re-
urning to Erman and Warren’s (2000) point that over 58% of spoken
nd over 52% of written language is formulaic, it also points us to the
eed for learners to experience more spoken language patterns in DDL.
n the next section, we present our framework for enhanced curation of
atterns for DDL based on the aggregation of the strands of research that
e have hitherto discussed in terms of its relevance to DDL ( Sections 2
nd 3.1 –3.5 ). 

.6. Developing a framework for DDL 

Distilling research from SLA and learner corpus studies with a view
o abstracting what they offer for DDL, we propose the following frame-
ork of key principles ( Fig. 2 ). These principles are based on findings on
ow patterns of language develop across levels of proficiency in terms
f: acquisition, complexity and formulaicity. We argue that there are
hree key findings that need to become the basis for guiding principles
or DDL as we discuss further below: 

.7. The acquisition principle: acquisition at lower levels differs to higher 

evels 

Building on UB research discussed in Section 2 , the Acquisition Prin-
iple is overarching: as learners move along this developmental path-
ay more new form-meaning mappings are acquired as their vocabu-

ary grows and their awareness of phrasal combinations and co-selection
volves ( Pérez-Paredes et al., 2020 ). This means lower-level learners
eed to work on refining knowledge about which words go together
and how these map to meanings). At the higher end of proficiency,
here is a need to focus more on knowledge about how more than half
f these combinations are usually formulaic and a need to gain breadth
f repertoire in terms of fully abstracted (often figurative) patterns. An
mplication of this is that both tasks and data need to be mediated for
evels, as we shall discuss in Section 4 . 

.8. The complexity principle: there is movement from clausal development 

t lower levels to phrasal development at more advanced levels 

As proficiency grows, learners move away from verb-based patterns
nd dependent clause complexity to phrasal complexity; the ability to
se complex compressed noun phrases is a trait of development (see
ection 3 ). Often, register awareness can be an important feature of
his development where developing complexity in the noun phrase is a
arker in second language acquisition from lower to higher level. Lower

evel learners are heavily reliant on topics (and tasks) when they put to-
ether sequences of words. As their language develops, this movement
owards noun phrases co-occurs with an awareness and understanding
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Fig. 2. Core principles for DDL design based on LCR and SLA 

theory. 

Table 1 

Top 10 Lemmatised collocates of MAKE a/the [] in Cambridge Learner Corpus A1 and C2 performance level data 
(using Sketch Engine) and BNC. 

CLC A1 Freq (PMW) CLC C2 Freq (PMW) BNC Freq (PMW) 

1 make a party 19 (0.32) make a living 68 (1.12) make a statement 382 (3.4) 
2 make a pen-friend 13 (0.22) make a lot 60 (1.0) make a decision 245 (2.2) 
3 make a lot 13 (0.22) make the world 56 (1.0) make a profit 203 (1.81) 
4 make a birthday 12 (0.2) make a difference 50 (0.83) make a good 203 (1.81) 
5 make a cake 8 (0.13) make a decision 40 (0.67) make a difference 174 (1.55) 
6 make the food 5 (0.08) make a choice 34 (0.56) make a lot 152 (1.35) 
7 make the concert 4 (0.07) make a suggestion 24 (0.4) make a living 144 (1.28) 
8 make a concert 3 (0.05) make the difference 20 (0.33) make a note 123 (1.09) 
9 make a dinner 3 (0.05) make a person 19 (0.32) make a point 123 (1.09) 
10 make the project 2 (0.03) make a career 17 (0.28) make a contribution 116 (1.03) 
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f the discoursal function of the noun phrase and register. As we illus-
rate below ( Section 4.2 ), DDL tasks for lower level learners can play a
ole in scaffolding development of noun phrase patterning and usage,
specially with the affordances now available to work on discontinuous
equences. For higher levels, this principle points to the need to design
asks that augment the noun phrase repertoire, especially in terms of
iscourse function and register (e.g. noun phrases with an evaluative
unction in academic registers). This also relates to the Formulaicity
rinciple. 

.9. The formulaicity principle: formulaicity develops across levels and is a 

arker of an advanced learner 

As discussed in Section 3 , formulaicity is a pervasive feature of lan-
uage and learners who do not appear to substantially acquire it until B2
evel and beyond and, therefore, it is seen as a marker of advanced pro-
ciency. Within a UB perspective, figuring out what words go together
nd mapping their meanings is often language specific and opaque in
ature. In terms of differentiating for proficiency levels in the curation
f patterns for DDL task design, this principle points to the importance
f being aware that lower level learners will not have acquired many
ormulaic patterns while more advanced level learners need to accrue
ore formulaicity. As noted, collocation and colligation are also part of

ormulaic knowledge that needs to be fostered. This means at lower lev-
ls, working on collocation of very high frequency items (as well as high
requency formulaic patterns) (see Section 4.3 ). At higher levels, prior-
ty needs to be on highly cohesive low-frequency collocational patterns
often register-specific). 

While we present three principles in our framework, in reality, they
re interrelated. The first principle, the Acquisition Principle, overarches
he Complexity and Formulaicity Principles. We now exemplify how the
ramework (and the findings on which they are based) can guide DDL
6 
esign. This will include exemplars using a variety of interfaces, tools
nd data. 

. Applying key findings from SLA and LCR to DDL design: 

xemplars 

.1. Applying the acquisition principle: acquisition at lower levels differs to 

igher levels 

If DDL is to be cognisant of UB findings in terms of the phases of
cquisition, it means differentiating tasks and data by level: 

• Pedagogical focus at A1 and A2 needs to be on fostering language
experience so that learners enhance their knowledge of what words
go together, i.e. the basic slots and frames. 

• At B1 and B2 level, focus needs to shift more towards increasing slot
and frame knowledge, i.e. enhanced both syntagmatic awareness of
patterns and paradigmatic knowledge of what can go into certain
slots in a pattern. 

• As learners move towards C1 and C2 level, and have acquired a
critical level competence in terms of their abstraction of patterns
and meaning pairings, the focus needs to narrow to enhancing com-
plexity in terms of collocational knowledge (especially in relation to
lower frequency highly cohesive combinations), figurative meanings
and phrasal complexity. 

An important implication of the Acquisition Principle is the need to
hoose corpus data that suits the level of competency. To illustrate this
oint, Table 1 shows the patterns of the high-frequency verb make as
 delexical verb in the British National Corpus (BNC) and compares it
ith the patterns that are evident in the A1 and C2 level CLC data. 

If the A1 CLC results in Table 1 are a proxy for what A1 learners
now about what words combine with make , then it shows us that: 
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Fig. 3. Exemplar task with make using graded readers in Lextutor . 

Fig. 4. Curated examples of collocates of make 

in MICUSP. 
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• They do not frequently use patterns with make and when they do ,
they have not quite worked out the correct patterns yet. In fact, A1
learners most commonly used patterns are often incorrect (e.g. make

a party, make a/the concert = organise a concert). 
• There is some evidence of formulaicity but it draws on the task rubric

(13 uses of make a pen-friend (from task rubric). 
• Literal patterns of make are found: make + cake/food/dinner etc.)

to refer to real work situations and routines, and often these are
incorrect (e.g. make + party ). 

In contrast, the C2 patterns with make evidence that: 

• Learners frequently use a variety of patterns with make. 

• Many of the BNC patterns are established and used (i.e. abstracted)
in the C2 data (though not as frequently but this is exam data). 

• C2 learners frequently use of figurative patterns ( make a liv-

ing/difference/choice/suggestion/difference/career etc.). 

What Table 1 clearly shows is that an A1 learner would not benefit
rom free exploration of a native speaker corpus such as the BNC. What
s required therefore is teacher mediation for the curation of data and
asks that will not overwhelm the learner and that focus on patterns that
re differentiated to the level of the lower level learners. 

Corpus tools and interfaces like Antconc, SKELL, Voyant allow user-
riendly experiences if tasks are properly graded to level (see exam-
les below). Other tools such as Lextutor offer access to graded texts.
ig. 3 shows a sample concordance task of make using The Jungle Book

using Lextutor ) for A level learners. 
Learner corpora also offer level-appropriate data sources (which can

lso align with development in register). For example, for intermediate
B1) level learners and upwards, guided search tasks can use register-
nd discipline-specific corpora (e.g. see Reppen and Olson 2020 who
ook at discipline-specific lexical bundles). The following examples of
atterns with make in the Michigan Corpus of Upper Level Student Pa-
ers (MICUSP) illustrate this ( Fig. 4 ). 
7 
Resources such as the EVP can also aid in differentiating tasks by
evel. Fig. 5 illustrates a small sample of patterns for C1/C2 level. 

Taking just one of these items, for instance make a name for your-

elf, a C level learner can explore this figurative pattern further. Fig. 6
hows this pattern used with other pronouns in The Movie Corpus

 https://www.english-corpora.org/movies/ ). 

.2. Applying the complexity principle: there is movement from clausal 

evelopment at lower levels to phrasal development at more advanced levels

As noted, lower level writers rely more on verb-based patterns and
ependent clause complexity while more proficient learners display
ore phrasal complexity, especially with increased use of complex com-
ressed noun phrases. Noun phrase usage in lower levels relies on the
opic to fill the ‘noun slot’. 

Even at lower levels, noun phrase complexity development is ob-
erved through an increase in range of determiners and adjectives pre-
odifiers (e.g. typically in descriptions: We have a big garden; There are

o many people .). The EGP ( O’Keeffe and Mark 2017 ) can be used as a
aseline description for noun usage across levels. Noun phrase compe-
ence at A1 and A2 levels are illustrated in Fig. 7 . 

As discussed, higher level writers use a wider repertoire of noun
hrases in recurrent strings with an identifiable discourse function such
s framing referential devices, used for time references, or evaluative or
uantifying purposes with a following noun phrase, e.g. the end of the

 noun phrase , the number of + noun phrase , a large number of + noun
hrase , a great opportunity for + noun phrase , a good deal of + noun
hrase. Mindful of Gray and Biber’s (2103) call to examine discontinu-
us sequences there is a need to draw lower proficiency learners’ atten-
ion to a wider variety of uses and more complex patterning of the noun
hrase. 

AntConc 4.0 software ( Anthony, 2022 ) now allows us to search
or discontinuous sequences. This is an important development. Fig. 8

https://www.english-corpora.org/movies/
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Fig. 5. Sample of items listed in EVP for C level learners under make . 

Fig. 6. Extract from concordances of make a name for using English-Corpora.org The Movie Corpus . 

Fig. 7. Screenshot of a sample of A-level learners’ noun phrase descriptors from the EGP. 
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• We often use at the end of the and we sometimes use by the end of the 
hows results of 3-gram search with one open slot using a pre-loaded
orpus within Antconc 4.0 . 

In line with Gray and Biber (2013) , we also see that these discontin-
ous sequences consist mostly of function words. Our example concor-
ance task ( Fig. 9 ) takes the most frequent sequence the + of and using
he AntConc preloaded corpus uses the end of as an example for use of
DL with A level learners, also drawing on the EVP to filter the A level
se of end . 

As a result of the task, learners might draw the following conclusions:
8 
• End in these examples means ‘the final part of something such as a
period of time’. 

• End with this meaning is part of a sequence the end of the. 

• We use the end of the for 
○ A general time period: the end of the century/year/month/day.

• A part of the day: the end of the night/morning. 

○ A season: the end of the summer. 

○ An event: the end of the war. 
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Fig. 8. Top 15 results of 3-grams including one open slot from AntConc 4.0 in pre-loaded corpus. 
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Antconc 4.0 provides a way to explore discontinuous patterns to see
hich words most frequently ‘fill’ slots and which words most frequently
ccur around these words. This kind of guided exploration is accessible
o learners of all levels and will help in building up awareness of phrasal
omplexity even at lower levels. Curated learner corpus examples from
he level of the learners might offer a means of ensuring the examples
re differentiated appropriately. 

.3. Applying the formulaicity principle: formulaicity develops across levels 

nd is a marker of an advanced learner 

As noted above, learners at an advanced level will have gained high
requency low cohesion patterns but need to develop more high cohe-
ion high and low frequency patterns. There is therefore scope to build
dvanced learners’ repertoires so that they work on high frequency items
o build up more formulaic patterning. The COCA interface allows for
 gradation of collocates into ‘loose’, ‘medium’ and ‘tight’ (see Fig. 13 )
nd this can be exploited to develop patterns across different levels of
ohesion. Fig. 10 illustrates and example of a task designed to work on
hese patterns. 

BFy way of commentary of how this task might work using the verb
ome: 

Part 1: Fig. 11 gives a small sample from the EVP filtered for C1
/ C2 level uses. Each is hyperlinked to corpus-based examples,
offering learners many options to follow up on. 

Part 2: Looking at the collocates of come will bring advanced learn-
ers’ focus to the importance of collocations ( Fig. 12 ) such as come

to the conclusion ; come as a surprise ; come in handy ; come to

mind , etc. Importantly, it will give condensed exposure to high
frequency formulaic items and their figurative uses. 

In the follow-up activity (2c), use is made of the English-corpora.org
clusters’ tab ( Fig. 13 ) which generates lists based on collocation and
olligational strength (referred to as loose, medium and tight ). Advanced
9 
earners can push their repertoire by working on tight clusters (i.e. high
ssociation and usually lower frequency). 

Free foraging by learners can lead them down interesting paths. For
xample, if they click on come as a surprise in the ‘tight clusters’ results
or come, they can explore the functions of this phrase in context and
ossibly see the negative prosody that pertains to it ( Fig. 14 ). This could
urther be compared with came as no surprise, and so on. 

. Conclusion 

Based on an aggregation of key findings from SLA and LCR, we have
roposed a framework to enhance DDL curation and task design. This
ramework moves away from the original ethos of DDL in which the
tudent engaged in a discovery process of inductive learning. While this
s still an attainable ideal, we argue that if DDL is to work across lev-
ls, there is need for principled mediation to differentiate data and tasks
or different levels. More conceptualisation about the nature of teach-
ng and learning in DDL is required as part of this mediation process
 O’Keeffe, 2021b attempts to do this). The nuances of teacher and peer
ediation in DDL tasks have a direct relationship with the degree of

reedom or “free-range-ness ” ( Fig. 15 ). 
Informed by UB research on language development, our framework

or DDL can offer a principled basis for differentiated tasks and mediated
ata so as to move focus from basic formula (word combinations) to
lot and frame sequences to fully abstracted constructions. As learners
ove up levels, more focus can be put on acquiring new meanings and
arrowing in on phrasal word association, co-selection, collocation and
ormulaicity. 

As Table 2 illustrates, the three principles in our framework, based on
cquisition, complexity and formulaicity take cognisance of the stages
nd process of development and acquisition so as to guide the tailor-
ng and mediation of tasks and data. Therefore at lower levels of pro-
ciency, there is a need to curate patterns as input which align with
igh frequency items in a corpus ( Table 2 ). As learners develop and
cquire word combinations and slot and frame patterns, from which
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Fig. 9. Exemplar task with patterns around end using the EVP and AntConc 4.0 in pre-loaded corpus. 

Table 2 

Acquisition - Complexity - Formulaicity Framework for DDL design. 

Principle 
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————→

Acquisition word combinations identifying slots and frames formulaic knowledge: abstracted patterns 
narrowing of word associations register 
awareness 

Complexity focus on verb-based patterns moving from verb- to noun-based patterns focus on noun complexity 
Formulaicity focus on literal meaning broadening from literal meaning to figurative 

meaning 
focus on figurative meaning 

10 
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Fig. 10. Exemplar task for finding cluster patterns (by cohesion) using COCA. 

11 
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Fig. 11. Sample of some of the EVP entries for patterns with high frequency verb come at C level. 

Fig. 12. Collocation patterns of come using English-corpora.org collocates function. 

12 
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Fig. 13. Sample of partial screenshots for loose, medium and tight clusters with come using English-corpora.org . 
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hey eventually abstract more new meanings, development narrows to
hrasal word association and co-selection. In other words, learners re-
ne knowledge about which words go together and how these map in
heir meanings. They eventually acquire more and more knowledge of
ormulaic patterns ( Table 2 ). 

This is by no means a fully-formed framework but, as a starting point,
t can be expanded. Any one of the three overarching principles could
e given a more fine-grained treatment. In relation to the Acquisition
rinciple, the following need further attention: the acquisition stage of
ow proficiency learners and the selection of verb patterns based on fre-
uency and meaning; the sequencing of VAC patterns in terms of slot
nd frame development for B level learners; the noun complementation
13 
atterns that need to be prioritised for C level learners, etc. Other impor-
ant steps in evolving our proposed framework need to also investigate
he importance of register as a mediating factor in the Complexity and
ormulaicity Principles. Research underpinning the Complexity Princi-
le for example is based on findings from written learner data, leading to
he assumption that language production will become more phrasal with
igher proficiency levels, but this need to be tested on spoken discourse
particularly spoken discourse that is not informationally driven). Addi-
ionally, in relation to the Formulaicity Principle, the nuances of what
ormulaicity looks like at advanced levels of speech (e.g. more fixed
xpressions) vs. writing (more variable slots) needs further exploration
sing spoken learner corpora. 
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Fig. 14. Sample of concordance lines for came as a surprise in the Corpus of Contemporary English using English-corpora.org . 

Fig. 15. The cline from mediation of data and 
task to free foraging in DDL. 
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The holy grail would be to arrive at a list of ‘pathbreaking’ pat-
erns (after Ninio, 1999 , see Section 2 ) for DDL. However, this would
eed to be backed up by SLA experimentation. Existing work on pattern
rammar (Hunston and Francis 2000), VACs (e.g. Ellis et al. 2014), lex-
cal bundles (e.g. Biber and Gray, 2016 ), grammar patterns and seman-
ic frames (Perek and Patten 2019), as well as corpus-based resources
such as the English Grammar Profile, the English Vocabulary Profile,
ntConc and Lextutor ), can all feed into this. Advances from here hinge
n closer alliance between Second Language Acquisition, Learner Cor-
us Research and Data-Driven Learning. 
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